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vascular dementia and Alzheimer’s disease, with risk ratios 
around 2.3 and 1.6, respectively [3]. However, longitudi-
nal studies have demonstrated that T2DM patients can have 
mild diabetes-associated cognitive decrements that do not 
necessarily increase over time [4] or increase very slowly 
[5]. This is in line with results from brain imaging studies, 
which have found that although T2DM patients have slightly 
more global brain atrophy and vascular lesions than healthy 
controls even in middle age, these brain changes develop 
slowly over the course of many years [6]. Mild diabetes-
associated cognitive decrements, mild cognitive impairment 
(MCI) and dementia should therefore be regarded as differ-
ent stages of T2DM-associated cognitive dysfunction [7]. 
Because of the heterogeneity of the disease, the mechanisms 
behind the cognitive changes can differ greatly between 
individuals [7]. These mechanisms include, but are not 

Introduction

The association between diabetes and cognitive decrements 
was first reported as early as 1922, when the cognitive per-
formance of diabetes patients was compared to healthy con-
trols using neuropsychological tests [1]. In 1950, the term 
diabetic encephalopathy was coined to describe the central 
nervous system related complications of diabetes [2]. Since 
then it has been established that in older age, type 2 diabetes 
(T2DM) is a significant risk factor for the development of 
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Abstract
Background Multiple systematic reviews have found that type 2 diabetes is associated with cognitive decrements. However, 
these reviews are heterogeneous in terms of methodology, quality and results, making it difficult for researchers and clini-
cians to build an informed overall picture. We therefore conducted a review of systematic reviews on the association between 
type 2 diabetes and cognitive decrements in relation to healthy controls.
Methods Following a pre-registered research protocol, we searched four major databases. Nine systematic reviews met our 
inclusion criteria: seven were meta-analyses and two were narrative syntheses. We assessed the risk of bias in each review 
and reported all effect sizes and confidence intervals obtained.
Results Type 2 diabetes was associated with cognitive decrements in all reviews, with small or negligible effect sizes 
obtained in the largest meta-analyses. The most studied cognitive domains were attention, executive functions, memory, 
processing speed and working memory. All reviews had methodological issues and were rated as having a high or an unclear 
risk of bias.
Conclusions Type 2 diabetes appears to be associated with lower cognitive performance in several cognitive domains and 
in different age groups. However, high-quality meta-analyses on the subject are still needed. Future reviews must follow 
the PRISMA guidelines and take into account the risk of bias of the original studies through sensitivity analyses and the 
heterogeneity of the studies by conducting subgroup analyses for example according to age group and disease duration. The 
meta-analyses that aim to study the entire type 2 diabetes population without excluding severe comorbidities, should assess 
concept formation and reasoning, construction and motor performance, perception, and verbal functions and language skills 
in addition to the cognitive domains that have been most frequently analysed in the reviews conducted so far.
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limited to, microvascular tissue damage and advanced gly-
cation end products caused by chronic hyperglycemia [8], 
decreased insulin-facilitated neural activity [9] and chronic 
inflammation, which has been associated with Alzheimer’s 
disease, vascular dementia and cognitive decline in older 
age [8].

In addition to longitudinal studies, there are dozens of 
cross-sectional studies that have compared the cognitive 
performance of T2DM patients and healthy controls using 
neuropsychological tests. The systematic reviews and meta-
analyses of T2DM-associated cognitive decrements have 
mostly reported negligible-to-medium effect sizes in sev-
eral cognitive domains [10–18]. However, the systematic 
reviews have used an array of different neuropsychologi-
cal tests, classified cognitive domains in different ways or 
focused only on a certain age group or domain. The find-
ings, too, have been somewhat heterogeneous: for example, 
some have reported a deterioration in overall memory func-
tioning [12], while others have not [10]. In addition, some of 
the reviews have methodological problems that make their 
findings less robust or reliable. All this combines to make it 
difficult for clinicians or researchers to build an informed 
overall picture of diabetes-associated cognitive decrements.

Our review of systematic reviews seeks to address the 
aforementioned issues. We identify all systematic reviews 
that compare the cognitive performance of T2DM patients 
to that of healthy controls and report all of their results using 
the classification of cognitive domains by Lezak et al. [19]. 
We evaluate the risk of bias in the reviews and based on 
these evaluations offer our recommendations on the factors 
that should be taken into account in systematic reviews of 
T2DM-associated cognitive decrements. In addition, we 
report the most frequently analysed neuropsychological 
tests and discuss which cognitive domains should be studied 
further. To our knowledge, this is the first review of system-
atic reviews on cognitive performance in T2DM.

Method

Systematic Search

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-analysis (PRISMA) guidelines were followed through-
out the review and the 27-item checklist was used [20]. An 
information specialist at Tampere University with expertise 
in systematic reviews was consulted to help develop the 
search strategy. The full search strategy is outlined in the 
pre-registered protocol (PROSPERO: CRD42021286148). 
We sought to identify all articles concerning type 1 or 
type 2 diabetes-associated cognitive decrements. Due to 
the large scope of the study and the different nature of the 

conditions, type 1 diabetes will be discussed in a separate 
article. We searched the following databases: Epistemoni-
kos, PsycINFO, PubMed and Cochrane Library. All data-
bases were first searched from inception until 1 November 
2021. The search was re-executed on 12 October 2022 to 
include systematic reviews published after the initial search. 
No search restrictions were applied. Search terms concern-
ing type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes and cognitive domains 
were used and combined with boolean operators OR and 
AND. In PubMed and PsycINFO we used additional search 
terms concerning systematic reviews and meta-analyses. 
Duplicates were removed using Zotero software version 
5.0.96.3 [21]. Two reviewers (T.S. and F.S.) screened titles 
and abstracts independently against the inclusion criteria 
and disagreements were resolved through discussion. Two 
reviewers (T.S. and F.S.) also read the full texts and hand-
searched reference lists independently against the inclusion 
criteria. Disagreements were resolved through discussion.

Inclusion Criteria

We included all systematic reviews that (1) compared the 
cognitive performance of type 1 or type 2 diabetes patients 
and healthy controls, (2) reported quantitative data for at 
least one neuropsychological test or cognitive domain and 
(3) did not include studies with a primary focus on demen-
tia, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or any other neuro-
logical or psychiatric disorder unless comparisons were also 
available between diabetes patients without these conditions 
and healthy controls. We did not exclude studies based on 
language or diagnostic criteria used. Our protocol stated that 
we intend to include “systematic reviews of observational 
studies”. However, such a restriction would have led to rel-
evant studies being unnecessarily excluded, so we decided 
to also include all systematic reviews that used the baseline 
data from randomized controlled trials.

Risk of Bias Assessment

Two reviewers (T.S. and F.S.) assessed the risk of bias 
independently using ROBIS, an evidence-based rigor-
ously developed tool for assessing risk of bias in system-
atic reviews [22]. Disagreements were resolved through 
discussion.

Data Extraction

One reviewer (T.S.) extracted pre-specified data using 
Microsoft Excel and another reviewer (F.S.) checked that 
all data were extracted correctly. We extracted the fol-
lowing data about systematic reviews: title, authors, year 
of publication, type and source of funding, conflict of 
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interests, objectives, risk of bias tool used, the results of 
risk of bias assessments, synthesis methods, search strat-
egies, date ranges of searches, date of last search update, 
inclusion/exclusion criteria, number of primary studies and 
participants included, participant characteristics including 
age, sex, ethnicity and education, diagnostic criteria used 
to diagnose diabetes, duration of diabetes, HbA1c levels, 
treatment, comorbidities, names of the cognitive domains 
assessed, names of the neuropsychological tests used and 
all quantitative data concerning cognitive performance. We 
extracted basic information about primary studies, includ-
ing authors, year of publication, study design and country 
of publication. The authors of the systematic reviews were 
contacted when insufficient data were reported.

Synthesis

In this review of reviews, the unit of analysis is a systematic 
review rather than an individual study. We provide narra-
tive summaries of neuropsychological test performance in 
patient and control groups, reporting effect sizes and 95% 
confidence intervals when possible. According to Cohen 
[23], an effect size of 0.2 is considered small, an effect size 
of 0.5 is medium and an effect size of 0.8 is large. When the 
effect size obtained is lower than 0.2 we call it negligible. 
An effect size is deemed statistically significant when the 
confidence interval for the effect size, typically at a 95% 
confidence level, does not include zero. This suggests there 
is a difference between the groups. It is important to note 
that a large sample size may result in statistically significant 
differences even with a negligible effect size, and vice versa. 
When interpreting the effect size, considering the practical 
significance of the findings is crucial.

Cognitive domains are not uniformly classified in dif-
ferent systematic reviews, and therefore the same neuro-
psychological test could belong to a different domain in 
different reviews. We categorize cognitive tests in the fol-
lowing domains, based on the widely used classification 
by Lezak et al. [19]: (1) attention, (2) concept formation 
and reasoning, (3) construction and motor performance, (4) 
executive functions, (5) memory, (6) perception, (7) pro-
cessing speed, (8) verbal functions and language skills and 
(9) working memory, and report the results based on this 
categorization. Lezak et al. argue against using a composite 
score for intelligence [19], but we also report the results for 
intelligence/global cognition so as to not omit any results 
from the meta-analyses.

Overlap of Primary Studies

When reporting the results of several systematic reviews, 
it is important to note that the same primary study may 

have been included in more than one review. To avoid bias 
caused by such overlap, we used the Corrected Covered 
Area (CCA) approach [24]. In this method, primary studies 
and systematic reviews are recorded in a matrix. The fre-
quency of repeated occurrences of an index primary study 
is divided by the product of index studies and reviews, and 
then multiplied by 100 to obtain the percentage of overlap. 
We applied the interpretation scheme where 0–5% overlap 
is considered a slight, 6–10% a moderate, 11–15% a high 
and over 15% a very high overlap of primary studies [24].

Results

Systematic Search Results

The PRISMA flowchart in Fig. 1 outlines the search and the 
screening process. The initial search yielded 1156 results 
and the re-executed search 176 new results. After duplicates 
were removed, 958 articles remained for title and abstract 
screening and 28 articles were retrieved for full-text read-
ing. No additional articles were found by searching refer-
ence lists. The reasons for exclusion of full-text articles 
were lack of quantitative data on cognition [25–32] and 
lack of a healthy control group [33–35]. Furthermore, two 
articles were not systematic reviews [36, 37]. After apply-
ing the inclusion criteria, a total of 15 articles remained. 
Six of the reviews were exclusively concerned with type 
1 diabetes, eight exclusively with T2DM, and one review 
concerned both types of diabetes. Therefore, a total of nine 
T2DM reviews were included in this review. There was 
almost perfect agreement among the reviewers after title 
and abstract screening (Cohen’s kappa k = 0.90) and perfect 
agreement after full-text screening (k = 1.0).

Risk of Bias

There were possible sources of bias in every systematic 
review included in this review. None of the nine reviews 
had a pre-registered protocol or included studies published 
in languages other than English. Most of the reviews either 
did not assess the risk of bias in the primary studies [10, 
12, 17, 18] or did not address the recognized biases in the 
synthesis [10, 12, 15–18]. Most reviews did not use more 
than one author in the selection of studies [10–12, 14, 16] 
or in the data extraction process [10, 11, 13–15]. The other 
most common sources of biases were the use of insufficient 
search terms [10, 11, 14, 16, 17] or inappropriate range of 
databases or other electronic sources searched [10, 12, 14, 
17]. The results of the risk of bias assessment are shown in 
Table 1.
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16, 18]. In most cases, efforts were made to correct for this 
heterogeneity using statistical methods.

Study Characteristics

Table 2 describes the characteristics of the nine systematic 
reviews on T2DM and cognitive performance. Six reviews 
reported gender distributions, and in all of them the majority 
of patients and controls were women. Eight reviews reported 
age distributions, with the mean age of patients ranging from 
57 to 72 years. Five reviews did not report HbA1c levels. In 

Out of the seven meta-analyses reviewed in this study, 
four investigated publication bias [11, 12, 15, 18], and in 
three of them, bias was observed for at least one measure 
[11, 15, 18]. In two reviews, the identified publication bias 
was not accounted for in the analyses [11, 18], while one 
review addressed publication bias by removing outliers 
[15]. Three reviews did not address publication bias at all 
[10, 13, 16]. In all meta-analyses that assessed heterogene-
ity among original studies, it was observed in at least one 
cognitive domain or individual test performance [11–13, 15, 

Fig. 1 PRISMA Flowchart 
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Table 3 presents the results from the meta-analyses of 
overall performance in the cognitive domains as described 
by Lezak et al. [19]. The results for the cognitive subdo-
mains and individual tests used are presented in Supplemen-
tary Material.

Attention

Attention and its subdomains were investigated in seven 
reviews that covered a total of 26 meta-analyses. Two 
reviews did not report which primary studies were included 
in some of the meta-analyses and the authors could not be 
reached [16] or the data was not available [18]. In the other 
five reviews, a total of 58 unique primary studies were ana-
lysed. There was high overlap between these five reviews 
(CCA = 13%), with 21 primary studies included in more 
than one review.

Overall Attention was investigated in five meta-analyses. 
Patients performed worse than controls in all of them, with 
effect sizes being small or negligible [10, 12, 13, 18], with 
the exception of the meta-analysis of middle-aged people, in 
which a medium effect size was observed [15].

Attention Subdomains Performance in tests belonging to 
four attentional subdomains, namely attentional capacity, 
complex attention, concentration and divided attention, was 
examined in four to six meta-analytic reviews per domain. 
These included a large review [18] that investigated all sub-
domains, analysing 11 to 22 studies and a minimum of 4011 
participants per each domain. Only statistically significant, 
and mostly small, effect sizes were found in all reviews [11–
13, 15, 16, 18]. The review on middle-aged people found a 
medium effect size for all the attention subdomains. These 
analyses included 38 to 128 patients in total for attentional 
capacity, concentration and divided attention domains, while 
the result for the complex attention domain was obtained 
by analysing six studies with a total of 1925 patients [15]. 
However, the high number of patients in the complex atten-
tion domain was largely explained by the inclusion of one 
large study [38] in which a medium effect size was found.

Executive Functions

Executive functions and its subdomains were investigated 
in six reviews containing 16 meta-analyses. A total of 79 
unique primary studies were analysed. Overlap between 
the reviews was moderate (CCA = 8%), with 22 studies 
included in more than one review.

four reviews, mean HbA1c % value ranged between seven 
and eight. Mean duration of diabetes was reported in six 
reviews and it ranged from eight to 11 years.

Results from the Meta-Analyses

Seven meta-analytic reviews investigated cognitive perfor-
mance in T2DM. Two of them included studies covering all 
cognitive domains [10, 15], while the other five studied par-
ticular domains. The most commonly studied domains were 
attention, executive functions, processing speed, memory 
and working memory. The neuropsychological tests most 
frequently analysed were Trail Making Test B (7 reviews), 
Trail Making Test A (6), Digit Span Forward (6), Digit Span 
Backward (6), Digit Symbol Substitution Test (6), Rey 
Auditory Verbal Learning Test (5), Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale: Logical Memory (5), Stroop (5), Wisconsin Card 
Sorting Test (5), Phonemic Fluency (4), Semantic Fluency 
(4), California Verbal Learning Test (3) and Letter-number 
Sequencing (3). Other neuropsychological measures were 
analysed in fewer than three reviews.

When the performance in a single neuropsychological 
test was investigated in the meta-analysis, we classified 
the test according to Lezak et al. [19]. However, different 
reviews classified some of the same tests into different cog-
nitive domains, which must be kept in mind when interpret-
ing overall performance in cognitive domains. Specifically, 
the Trail Making Test A, Trail Making Test B, Stroop and 
Digit Symbol Substitution test were categorized under 
attention, executive functions or processing speed domains 
depending on the review.

Table 1 Risk of bias in systematic reviews
First author, 
year

Study 
eligibility 
criteria

Identifica-
tion and 
selection 
of studies

Data 
collection 
and study 
appraisal

Synthe-
sis and 
findings

Risk 
of 
bias

 Kálcza-
Jánosi [10]

- - - - -

 Mansur 
[11]

+ - ? + -

 Monette 
[12]

+ - - - -

 Palta [13] + + ? + ?
 Papunen 
[14]

+ - - + -

 Pelimanni 
[15]

+ - - + -

 Sadanand 
[16]

+ - - - -

 van den 
Berg [17]

+ - - - -

 Vincent 
[18]

+ - - + -

Note + = low risk; - = high risk;? = unclear risk
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observed in a relatively large (k = 17, n = 1540 patients) 
meta-analysis [12].

Negligible or small effect sizes were reported in most 
meta-analyses that studied phonemic fluency and seman-
tic fluency separately [12, 16, 18]. These included large 
meta-analyses containing six to 21 studies and a minimum 
of 568 patients [12, 16, 18]. The meta-analyses on middle-
aged people found a non-significant small effect for phone-
mic fluency (k = 4, n = 1861 patients) and a non-significant 
medium effect for semantic fluency (k = 2, n = 45 patients 
[15]. However, by far the largest original study included in 
the meta-analysis observed a small effect size for phonemic 
fluency [38].

Overall Executive Functions Three meta-analyses observed 
a small effect size for overall executive functions perfor-
mance [10, 13, 18]. These included an extensive meta-
analysis which combined attention, inhibition, mental 
flexibility, verbal fluency and working memory domains 
[18]. A medium effect size was observed in a relatively large 
meta-analysis on middle-aged people [15].

Executive Functions Subdomains Vincent & Hall [18] 
examined inhibition, mental flexibility and verbal fluency 
separately, finding a small effect size for all of them, based 
on 13 to 31 studies and thousands of participants in each 
domain. A small effect size for verbal fluency was also 

Table 2 Characteristics of systematic reviews on T2DM and cognitive performance
First 
author 
(ref)

Syn-
thesis 
method

k n (patients/controls) Males
(%)

Age
(M)

HbA1c %
(M)

Duration in years
(M)

Disease related 
exclusion 
criteria

Kálcza-
Jánosi 
[10]

MA 6 215/221 NR 57.44/57.38
R = 51–62/51–62

8.45
R = 6.9–
10.2
(k = 4, 
n = 144)

7.63
R = 6–9
(k = 5, n = 177)

not normal 
blood glucose 
values

Mansur 
[11]

MA 40 4252/22,322 NR 69.03/69.54
R = 46–84/48–83
(k = 38, n = 4172/22,161)

7.44
R = 5.7–
13.3
(k = 28, 
n = 2260)

10.52
R = 4.7–15.8
(k = 25, n = 2403)

NR

Monette 
[12]

MA 25 1908/10,132 43.00/39.00
(k = 23, 
n = 1602/9663)

68.70/70.00
R = 48–85/48–84
(k = 23, n = 1676/8119)

7.55
R = 6.6–
10.2
(k = 13, 
n = 767)

9.29
R = 4.7–13.8
(k = 13, n = 797)

hypo- or 
hyperglycemia 
induced by the 
study, diag-
nosed dementia

Palta 
[13]

MA 24 3351/22,786 23.40/4.75
(k = 21, 
n = 3110/22,165)

71.26/73.88
R = 51–85/51–85
(k = 22, n = 3145/20,670)

NR NR focus on acute 
alterations in 
blood glucose

Papunen 
[14]

NS 12 4983/34,818 NR NR; participants > 60 NR NR MCI or demen-
tia at baseline

Peli-
manni 
[15]

MA 12 2139/12,287 43.72/44.86
(k = 8, 
n = 1987/12,157)

57.80/56.90
R = 48–63/45–63
(k = 10, n = 2069/12,237)

8.01
R = 6.7–
10.2
(k = 8, 
n = 1981)

7.80
R = 6–8.5
(k = 6, n = 183)

focus on acute 
hypo- or 
hyperglycemia

Sadan-
and [16]

MA 15 2370/21,426 15.65/3.30 72.04/73.96
R = 56–84/54–83
(k = 14, n = 2191/19,442)

NR 11.42
R = 4.67–13.8
(k = 9, n = 1787)

MCI or demen-
tia at baseline

van den 
Berg 
[17]

NS 27 5592/47,797 36.71 (matched)
(k = 25, 
n = 5225/45,689)

66.19 (matched)
R = 47–85 all
(k = 24, n = 27,153 all)

NR NR none; exclu-
sion criteria in 
included studies 
were reported

Vincent 
[18]

MA 60 9785/69,254 40.06/27.32
(k = 54, 
n = 8936/66,444)

69.63/69.13
R = 46–85/37–84
(k = 54, n = 9343/65,483)

NR 11.44
R = 0–14.6
(k = 25, n = 4868)

NR

Note All values are weighted. k = primary studies comparing patients and controls, MA = meta-analysis, NS = narrative synthesis, NR = not 
reported for one or both groups, R = range of means
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Memory

Two meta-analyses containing a total of 21 unique primary 
studies combined verbal and visual immediate and delayed 
recall measures to study overall memory performance [10, 
12]. Overlap between the reviews was high (CCA = 14%): 
three studies were included in both analyses.

Overall Memory The significantly larger of the two meta-
analyses observed a small effect size for overall memory 
performance and for immediate and delayed recall analysed 
separately [12]. A small meta-analysis found a non-signif-
icant medium effect size for overall memory performance 
[10].

Verbal Memory Verbal memory was analysed in six 
reviews containing 21 meta-analyses. A total of 35 unique 
primary studies were analysed, with high overlap between 
the reviews (CCA = 16%): 19 studies were included in more 
than one review.

A small effect size was observed in both meta-analyses 
that examined overall verbal memory performance by 
combining immediate and delayed recall measures. One of 
the meta-analyses included more studies (k = 15, n = 1349 
patients [13]) than the other (k = 4, n = 1873 patients [15]), 
which only analysed middle-aged people. The high number 
of patients in the latter meta-analysis is largely explained by 
a major study in which only delayed recall was examined 
[38].
Small-to-medium effect sizes were observed for immedi-
ate recall of word-lists in three large meta-analyses that 
included nine to 13 studies and 658 to 2108 patients [11, 12, 
16]. One review examined performance in California Ver-
bal Learning Test (k = 2, n = 202 patients) and Rey Auditory 
Verbal Learning Test (k = 7, n = 891 patients) separately, 
finding a small effect for the former and a non-significant 
negligible effect for the latter. All four meta-analyses that 
studied delayed recall of word-lists observed a small effect 
[12, 13, CVLT; 13, RAVLT; 16]. These included two large 
meta-analyses that analysed 12 studies with 709 [12] and 
2129 patients [16].

Immediate and delayed recall of stories were examined 
in four meta-analytic reviews. The largest meta-analysis 
found a negligible effect size for both conditions (k = 10, 
n = 748 patients in each), combining scores from four dif-
ferent memory tests [12]. The other three, significantly 
smaller meta-analyses with a maximum of four studies and 
289 patients, observed non-significant and mostly negligible 
effect sizes, analysing only Wechsler Memory Scale: Logi-
cal Memory performance [13, 15, 16].

Table 3 Results of the meta-analyses of overall performance in cogni-
tive domains
Cognitive 
domain

Review k n (gr 1 / gr 2) SMD (95% 
CI)

Attention Kálcza-
Jánosi [10]

4 136/136 d = -0.33 
(-0.56, -0.15)*

Monette [12] 16 1440/7665 d = -0.29 
(-0.34, -0.24)*

Palta [13] 14 2418/20,725 d = -0.19 
(-0.26, -0.12)*

Pelimanni 
[15]

5 158/147 g = -0.55 
(-0.80, -0.30)*

Vincent [18] 27 25 669 total d = -0.38 
(-0.48, -0.29)*

Concept 
formation and 
reasoninga

- - - -

Construction 
and motor 
performancea

- - - -

Executive 
functions

Kálcza-
Jánosi [10]

4 136/136 d = -0.32 
(-0.21, -0.46)*

Palta [13] 12 680/1104 d = -0.33 
(-0.42, -0.24)*

Pelimanni 
[15]

9 2001/12 173 g = -0.51 
(-0.69, -0.34)*

Vincent [18] 60 79 069 total d = -0.25 
(-0.30, -0.20)*

Memory Kálcza-
Jánosi [10]

4 141/141 d = -0.50 
(-0.82, 0.07)

Monette [12] 20 1410/8056 d = -0.20 
(-0.28, -0.12)*

Perceptiona - - - -
Processing 
speed

Monette [12] 22 1678/7822 d = -0.33 
(-0.38, -0.29)*

Palta [13] 16 1381/1695 d = -0.33 
(-0.41, -0.26)*

Pelimanni 
[15]

10 2063/11,832 g = -0.68 
(-0.84, -0.52)*

Verbal 
functions

Kálcza-
Jánosi [10]

2 68/68 d = -0.36 
(-0.45, -0.27)*

Pelimanni 
[15]

3 78/463 g = -0.26 
(-0.51, -0.02)*

Working 
memory

Kálcza-
Jánosi [10]

3 86/86 d = 0.04 
(-0.47, 0.54)

Monette [12] 11 1163/6582 d = -0.20 
(-0.24, -0.15)*

Pelimanni 
[15]

5 177/161 g = -0.51 
(-0.79, -0.22)*

Vincent [18] 28 28 118 total d = -0.13 
(-0.19, -0.06)*

Note gr 1 = patient group, gr 2 = control group, SMD = standardized 
mean difference
a overall performance was not investigated in the reviews; see “results 
from the meta-analyses” section for information
* statistically significant (p <.05)
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patients) on middle-aged people observed a non-significant 
medium effect [15].

Processing Speed

Processing speed was investigated in five reviews that con-
tained a total of 13 meta-analyses. One review did not report 
which primary studies were analysed and the data was not 
available [18]. The other four reviews contained a total of 
50 unique primary studies. Overlap between these reviews 
was high (CCA = 13%), with 17 studies being included in 
more than one review.

Overall Processing Speed Three meta-analyses investigated 
overall processing speed performance. In each of them 
patients performed significantly worse than controls. A small 
effect size was observed in the largest two meta-analyses 
[12, 13], while the relatively large meta-analysis on middle-
aged patients found a medium effect. In one review, process-
ing speed tasks with motor task demands (k = 21, n = 1551 
patients) and oral task demands (k = 6 n = 388 patients) were 
analysed separately, and a small and a negligible effect size 
were observed, respectively [12].

Processing Speed Subdomains Four reviews comprising 
a total of eight meta-analyses analysed performance on a 
single processing speed test. Small effect sizes were found 
for reading and colour naming conditions of Stroop (k = 6, 
n = 516 patients [13]). Three large meta-analyses with 11 to 
22 studies and a minimum of 811 patients in each observed 
a small effect for Trail Making Test A [11, 13, 18]. In the 
meta-analysis on middle-aged people a medium effect was 
found for Trail Making Test A based on three studies with a 
total sample of only 53 patients [15]. They also observed a 
medium effect for Choice Reaction Time and a small non-
significant effect for Simple Reaction Time, with both of 
these analyses including two studies and only 66 patients.

Perception

Perception as defined by Lezak et al. [19] was not analysed 
as a separate domain in any of the meta-analyses. Two meta-
analyses examined perception/construction. There were 11 
unique primary studies and overlap between the reviews 
was moderate (CCA = 9%), with one study included in more 
than one review.

The larger of the two meta-analyses (k = 7, n = 493 
patients) observed a negligible effect [12], while the 
smaller meta-analysis on middle-aged people (k = 6, 
n = 158 patients) found a small effect for overall perception/

Visual Memory Visual memory was studied in four reviews 
containing 11 meta-analyses. A total of 13 unique primary 
studies were analysed. Overlap between the reviews was 
moderate (CCA = 10%), with three of the studies being 
included in more than one review.

A small effect size was found in the largest of the two 
meta-analyses that studied overall visual memory perfor-
mance (k = 6, n = 616 patients [13]). A small meta-analysis 
on middle-aged people found a non-significant negligible 
effect (k = 3, n = 88 patients [15]).
Small effect sizes were observed for immediate and delayed 
visual recall in the meta-analyses that contained four to 
five studies and a minimum of 250 patients each [12; 13, 
ROCF). However, one relatively large meta-analysis found 
non-significant negligible effect sizes for the immediate and 
delayed recall of Wechsler Memory Scale: Visual reproduc-
tion performance based on two studies with 208 patients in 
each condition [13]. A small meta-analysis with only two 
studies and 88 patients observed negligible effect sizes for 
immediate and delayed visual recall [10], while a small 
meta-analysis on middle-aged patients found a medium 
effect for delayed visual recall (k = 2, n = 38 patients [15]).

Working Memory

Working memory was investigated in six reviews contain-
ing eight meta-analyses. A total of 39 unique primary stud-
ies were analysed. Overlap between the reviews was high 
(CCA = 11%), with 16 studies being included in more than 
one review.

Overall Working Memory A meta-analysis that was clearly 
larger than the others found a negligible effect size for over-
all working memory performance [18]. A smaller but still 
relatively large meta-analysis observed a small effect [12], 
while the relatively small meta-analysis on middle-aged 
people found a medium effect [15].

Working Memory Subdomains Performance in Digit Span 
Backward was analysed separately in four meta-analyses. 
By far the largest of them (k = 18, n = 26 992 participants) 
found a small effect [18], while a negligible effect was 
observed in two other meta-analyses that contained eight to 
nine studies [13, 16]. A small meta-analysis (k = 3, n = 95 
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One narrative synthesis found that although 11 of the 17 
original studies reported a statistically significant decline in 
cognition among older T2DM or pre-diabetes patients, the 
association was not always clear-cut and the effects were 
largely explained by the extent of neuropsychological tests 
used in an individual study [14]. Significant associations 
were found more often when a global cognition measure 
was used instead of a test that focuses on a specific domain. 
Another narrative synthesis, which included 27 studies on 
T2DM and cognitive performance, found statistically sig-
nificant worsening in 13 out of 20 cross-sectional and in 
five out of seven longitudinal studies [17]. Processing speed 
was affected in 63% of the studies assessing that domain 
and attention in 50% of the studies, with median effect 
sizes of -0.4 observed for the former and − 0.5 for the lat-
ter. Memory, cognitive flexibility, language, general intel-
ligence, and perception and construction were affected in 
fewer than half of the studies assessing these domains. The 
cross-sectional studies in relatively older patients obtained 
larger effect sizes than those in younger patients, and the 
results were similar in the six studies that adjusted for vas-
cular risk factors.

Discussion

The aim of our review was to identify all systematic reviews 
that examined cognitive performance of individuals with 
T2DM compared to healthy controls, evaluate the risk of 
bias in these reviews, report their findings, and identify the 
most frequently used tests as well as lesser studied cogni-
tive domains. We found two narrative syntheses and seven 
meta-analyses. In the meta-analyses the number of patients 
ranged from a few hundred to thousands.

In the meta-analyses, the most commonly studied cog-
nitive domains were attention, executive functions, pro-
cessing speed, memory, and working memory. The most 
analysed neuropsychological tests were mainly those widely 
used in research and clinical practice, such as Trail Mak-
ing Test, Stroop and Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test. 
However, when looking at the overall performance in cog-
nitive domains, it must be taken into account that different 
meta-analyses classified some of the same tests as belong-
ing to different domains. This might lead different reviews 
referring to different cognitive domains despite observing 
impairments within the same domains in reality. Given that 
most neuropsychological tests are known to measure mul-
tiple cognitive processes simultaneously, the challenge of 
classifying tests is a recognized issue in most studies inves-
tigating cognitive performance.

In all meta-analyses, patients performed worse 
than healthy controls in at least one cognitive domain. 

construction performance [15]. The smaller meta-analysis 
[15] also analysed “ROCF: copying score” separately and 
observed a medium effect size (k = 3, n = 70 patients).

Concept Formation and Reasoning

None of the meta-analyses examined concept formation and 
reasoning. The neuropsychological tests categorized under 
this domain by Lezak et al. [19] were analysed as part of 
other cognitive domains in some of the meta-analyses. Palta 
et al. [13] found a non-significant small effect of d = -0.35, 
95% CI [-0.70, 0.00] for Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (cat-
egories) based on two studies that included a total of only 
48 patients.

Construction and Motor Performance

Monette et al. [12] analysed motor speed and observed a 
small effect size (k = 4, n = 360 patients), while Palta et al. 
[13] found a small effect size for motor function (k = 3, 
n = 294 patients). Palta et al. [13] also analysed Grooved 
Pegboard Test performance for dominant and non-dominant 
hand separately, finding medium effect sizes (k = 2, n = 115 
patients) in both conditions.

Verbal Functions and Language Skills

Verbal functions and language skills were examined in two 
small meta-analyses. A total of five unique primary stud-
ies were included and there was no overlap between the 
reviews (CCA = 0%). One review included two studies with 
a total of 68 patients [10] and the other included three stud-
ies with a total sample of 78 middle-aged patients [15]. A 
small effect size was found in both meta-analyses.

Intelligence / Global Cognition

A large meta-analysis that included 25 studies and 1908 
patients combined all neuropsychological tests from several 
different cognitive domains and found a small effect size for 
global cognition [12]. They also analysed non-verbal rea-
soning, identifying six studies with a total sample of 333 
patients. Again, a small effect size was observed. One meta-
analysis [10] observed a medium effect size for intelligence, 
based on three studies with a total sample of 109 patients.

Results from the Narrative Syntheses

Two narrative syntheses investigated cognitive performance 
in T2DM, both of which included studies on all cognitive 
domains [14, 17].
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functions and language skills, although the meta-analyses 
that analysed tests from these domains reported mostly 
small or negligible effect sizes [10, 12, 13, 15]. The focus 
on researching attention, executive functions, processing 
speed, and memory functions is understandable because 
of the well-established understanding that performance in 
these cognitive domains typically declines more in cere-
bral small vessel disease compared to, for example, lan-
guage functions or perception [e.g. 42, 43]. Cerebral small 
vessel disease is the most common pathology associated 
with vascular cognitive impairment and vascular changes 
are considered one of the primary mechanisms behind the 
cognitive symptoms observed in T2DM [e.g. 8]. Addition-
ally, brain imaging studies in individuals with T2DM have 
revealed general brain atrophy and vascular lesions that 
seem to progress slowly over several years [6]. It is not 
plausible that T2DM without severe comorbidities causes 
specific neuropsychological disorders typically associated 
with stroke or dementia, such as agnosia, neglect or apha-
sia, because these disorders require severe damage to spe-
cific brain regions. It is also of note that even though the 
meta-analyses indicated impaired memory performance, the 
effect sizes for immediate and delayed recall measures were 
of similar size, and none of the meta-analyses investigated 
the extent of forgotten material after a delay from the initial 
learning phase. Hence, it is reasonable to consider that the 
worse memory performance in patients could be explained 
by the attentional, processing speed, and executive require-
ments of the memory tests, rather than being ascribed to 
the delayed memory loss commonly observed in conditions 
such as Alzheimer’s disease but not in vascular cognitive 
impairment.

Since the cognitive symptoms of people with T2DM can 
vary from mild subjective symptoms to dementia, it is not 
completely clear whether the differences observed between 
groups in the meta-analyses are due to significant proportion 
of the diabetes patients performing slightly worse than the 
healthy controls or a smaller subset of patients performing 
significantly worse. This is because in the majority of the 
meta-analyses, mild cognitive impairment, dementia, cere-
brovascular disease, or psychiatric illness were not set as 
exclusion criteria. Furthermore, subgroup analyses focusing 
solely on studies that used certain diabetes complications 
or comorbidities as exclusion criteria were not performed. 
Therefore, there does not seem to be compelling meta-ana-
lytic evidence at this time that T2DM without complications 
or comorbidities causes cognitive symptoms.

In a narrative synthesis that focused on elderly patients 
(over 65 years of age at the start of the study) and excluded 
mild cognitive impairment or dementia at baseline, it was 
found that even though most of the original studies reported 
a significant decline in cognition among T2DM patients, the 

Furthermore, in the meta-analyses that examined perfor-
mance on individual neuropsychological tests, patients 
generally performed worse than controls. In the large meta-
analyses, which included patients from all age groups, 
effect sizes for the attention and working memory domains 
ranged between negligible and small. For executive func-
tions, memory, and processing speed, the effect sizes were 
mostly small. Overall, in these large meta-analyses, effect 
sizes across cognitive domains ranged between d = -0.13 
and d = -0.38. In the only meta-analysis where the risk of 
bias was assessed as uncertain rather than high, the effects 
were of similar size [13].

It is interesting that the larger of the two meta-analyses 
limited to middle-aged patients consistently found big-
ger effect sizes for the cognitive domains than the other 
meta-analyses, with most effect sizes being medium. The 
only exception was visual memory, in which no group dif-
ference was found [15]. The authors discuss the surpris-
ingly large effect sizes and consider possible explanations. 
These include the small number of relevant studies in cer-
tain cognitive domains in their review, the publication bias 
observed, insufficient control of confounding in some pri-
mary studies, differences in how the reviews categorize neu-
ropsychological tests, and the fact that most of the studies in 
their review were case-control studies, in which effect sizes 
are often larger than in population-based and longitudinal 
studies. However, they also considered the possibility that 
there is a stronger association between diabetes and cogni-
tive decrements in younger age. They argue that this could 
be due to the fact that ageing and increased morbidity also 
impair the cognitive performance of older controls who do 
not have diabetes [39–40, as cited by 15], and the cogni-
tive changes observed in T2DM could develop during a 
pre-diabetes stage and remain relatively stable over time. In 
our own recent study, that used strict disease-related exclu-
sion criteria and included 28 middle-aged T2DM patients 
and 28 age-, education- and gender-matched healthy indi-
viduals, we did not find between-group differences in any 
of the 21 neuropsychological outcome measures analysed 
[41]. The effect sizes in our study were non-significant and 
mostly negligible or small, with the mean effect size being 
− 0.12. Furthermore, the other, smaller, meta-analysis that 
only included middle-aged patients as well, reported small 
effect sizes for some of the same domains that were anal-
ysed in the other meta-analysis [15], namely attention and 
executive functions [10]. We believe that the heterogene-
ity and methodological issues of the studies included in the 
meta-analysis by Pelimanni & Jehkonen [15] explains the 
larger effect sizes obtained.

In the meta-analyses, the less investigated cognitive 
domains were concept formation and reasoning, con-
struction and motor performance, perception, and verbal 
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reporting of the research [48]. Searches and inclusion crite-
ria should not be restricted to research published in the Eng-
lish language. This is common practice but will introduce 
language bias and increase the risk of overlooking valuable 
findings and missing important cultural contexts [49]. There 
are ways of including foreign language studies even without 
the need for expensive full translations of articles [49]. The 
selection of the studies and data extraction should be done 
by a minimum of two researches in order to avoid poten-
tially significant mistakes in the process. The risk of bias in 
the primary studies included in the meta-analysis should be 
rated by a minimum of two authors and taken into account in 
the synthesis, for example by conducting a sensitivity analy-
sis to omit studies with a high risk of bias. Multiple methods 
exist for assessing the risk of bias in observational studies 
[e.g. 50]. Some of the reviews failed to identify primary 
studies included in the other reviews, most likely because 
of insufficient search terms concerning cognitive domains 
or an insufficient number of databases searched. It is recom-
mended to consult an information specialist with expertise 
in search methodology when designing the search strategy.

In addition to assessing the risk of bias of the original 
studies, the systematic review authors should pay atten-
tion to how the different factors through which T2DM can 
impair cognitive performance are considered and controlled 
in the original studies. These include, but are not necessar-
ily limited to, anxiety, depression, dyslipidemia, fatigue, 
hypertension, hypothyroidism and obesity. The authors of 
the reviews must decide whether they are interested in the 
T2DM population as a whole, a subgroup of patients that do 
not have certain comorbidities, or in both. This is important 
because T2DM-associated cognitive decrements could be 
attributable to confounding variables if these are not identi-
fied as well as possible. On the other hand, if comorbidities 
typical for individuals with diabetes are used as exclusion 
criteria, the results of meta-analyses no longer correspond 
to the actual population of individuals with diabetes. In this 
case, the cognitive performance of individuals with T2DM 
is likely to be worse at the population level than suggested 
by such meta-analyses. In addition, it is clear that potential 
risk factors for developing diabetes, such as advanced age, 
low educational level and low socioeconomic status, are 
also risk factors for cognitive symptoms in the general pop-
ulation. Since matching or adjusting by age, education and 
sex was not set as an inclusion criterion in the meta-analy-
ses, the group differences observed in some of the analyses 
might be due to patient groups’ lower premorbid cognitive 
ability. However, it has been reported that the magnitude of 
cognitive decrements associated with metabolic syndrome 
and other pre-diabetes stages are smaller than the decre-
ments observed in T2DM [51].

association was not always unambiguous, and the number 
of neuropsychological tests used seemed to have the great-
est effect on the results [14]. A narrative synthesis by van 
den Berg et al. [17], which only included age-, gender-, and 
education-adjusted or -matched studies and also excluded 
studies containing individuals with dementia, reported a 
negative association between T2DM and cognitive per-
formance. Processing speed and attention were found to 
be affected in most studies that assessed these domains 
with median effect sizes being small and medium, respec-
tively. Higher age appeared to be associated with poorer 
performance.

It would be important to understand if the cognitive 
changes observed at the group level in the systematic reviews 
are reversible through optimally managed glucose levels. In 
the narrative syntheses, acute blood glucose fluctuations 
were not the focus of interest. Three of the meta-analyses 
did not include primary studies specifically focusing on 
acute hypo- or hyperglycemia [10, 13, 15]. Four meta-anal-
yses either included studies addressing acute blood glucose 
alterations [12, 16] or did not specify disease-related inclu-
sion criteria [11, 18]. However, the exclusion of studies con-
centrating solely on these aspects does not guarantee that 
some patients analysed in the primary studies did not expe-
rience acute hypo- or hyperglycemia. Acute hypoglycemic 
episodes are less common in T2DM than in type 1 diabetes, 
but they can occur if insulin or sulphonylurea medications 
are used [44]. Acute hypoglycaemia can temporarily impair 
reaction time, memory, attention, verbal fluency, executive 
function, and visuospatial abilities [e.g. 45], and at least in 
the older population, recurrent hypoglycemic episodes are 
associated with poorer cognitive performance [46]. Acute 
hyperglycaemia has also been found to temporarily impair 
processing speed, working memory and attention [47]. 
Determining whether the cognitive symptoms observed in 
the systematic reviews might be reversible would necessi-
tate analyzing longitudinal or intervention studies. As men-
tioned before, it is possible that some patients analysed in 
the meta-analyses might have developed dementia, in which 
case their symptoms would not be reversible. However, it is 
reasonable to assume that a larger group of T2DM patients 
exhibit milder cognitive symptoms that could potentially be 
reversible by optimal management of the diabetes.

Implications for Research

The results of the systematic reviews included in this review 
should be treated with caution since the risk of bias in all the 
reviews was considered to be high or unclear. We strongly 
recommend pre-registering the research protocol when con-
ducting a systematic review. This makes the research pro-
cess more transparent and reduces bias in the conduct and 
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In scientific studies, efforts have been made to prevent 
or alleviate cognitive symptoms associated with T2DM 
through lifestyle guidance aiming for good disease manage-
ment and prevention of complications. In a Finnish study, 
patients receiving individualized guidance on diet, exercise, 
and weight management performed cognitively similarly 
nine years after the intervention compared to patients in 
the control group who received only general health advice 
[54]. In a review, interventions based on physical activity 
or exercise did not seem to improve cognition in patients 
with T2DM, insulin resistance, or impaired glucose toler-
ance [55]. The research evidence regarding the protective 
effect of medication on cognition is not consistent. In some 
studies, metformin and sulphonylureas have been associ-
ated with reduced dementia risk, while in other studies, met-
formin, insulin treatment, and glitazone have been linked 
to increased cognitive symptoms and dementia risk [56]. In 
a longitudinal study involving individuals over 70 years of 
age with comorbid Alzheimer’s disease and T2DM, slower 
cognitive decline was observed compared to patients who 
only had Alzheimer’s disease [57]. The medication aimed at 
reducing blood glucose levels was thought to have a protec-
tive effect on cognition.

Despite the lack of convincing evidence for the direct 
protective effect on cognition through personalized lifestyle 
guidance, exercise interventions, or medication, factors 
critical in preventing the development of cognitive symp-
toms in prediabetic stages or in slowing cognitive decline in 
T2DM can be discerned from research. The most predictive 
factors for dementia in T2DM patiens during a ten-year fol-
low-up were microvascular disease, diabetic foot, cerebro-
vascular disease, cardiovascular disease, acute metabolic 
events, depression, age and education [58]. The dementia 
risk was approximately 5% for those with the lowest risk 
score and 73% for those with the highest risk score [58]. 
The key modifiable risk factors to prevent some of the more 
severe T2DM complications include at least blood pressure, 
dyslipidemia, obesity, and poor diabetes management. Life-
style modifications can often help manage these risk factors 
and it is crucial for patients to receive personalized infor-
mation about the significance of these factors in preventing 
diabetes complications and dementia. Additionally, timely 
attention to depression, anxiety, and fatique symptoms is 
essential, directing patients to necessary treatment when 
needed. Striving for tight glycemic control is no longer 
recommended in advanced stages of memory disorders, as 
hypoglycemia might exacerbate the progression and sever-
ity of cognitive symptoms [56].

Clinical neuropsychologists and other healthcare profes-
sionals working with people with diabetes should be aware 
that T2DM have been associated with cognitive symptoms 
and, based on research evidence, is also a risk for vascular 

In future meta-analyses, especially when they do not 
employ strict exclusion criteria regarding comorbidities 
associated with T2DM and therefore might include individ-
uals with, for example, cerebrovascular disease or memory 
disorder, we hope to see more investigation into cognitive 
domains that have received less attention.These include 
concept formation and reasoning, construction and motor 
performance, everyday attention, perception, and verbal 
functions and language skills, as classified by Lezak et al. 
[19]. It would also be important to study cognitive perfor-
mance in different age groups. To our knowledge, only two 
meta-analyses have investigated T2DM-associated cogni-
tive decrements in middle-aged people, one of which identi-
fied 12, mostly relatively small primary studies [15] and the 
other of which identified six studies with 50 patients anal-
ysed in the largest of them [10]. Both of these reviews were 
assessed as having a high risk of bias.

Implications for Behavioral Medicine

Patients, following diagnosis, primarily take charge of man-
aging diabetes themselves, aiming for a normal lifespan, 
optimal quality of life, and prevention of additional health 
issues. It is reasonable to assume that more severe cognitive 
symptoms notably impact this ability. A review highlighted 
that poorer cognitive performance in T2DM patients over 
55 years old correlated with factors such as limited diabetes 
knowledge, reduced frequency of self-care activities, and 
difficulties in managing insulin doses and adhering to medi-
cations [52]. However, several methodological challenges 
were discussed in the review. Heterogeneity across original 
studies prevented a meta-analysis, and most studies lacked 
a control group. Moreover, independent effects of aging on 
diabetes self-management were not adequately explored. 
The review identified a need for further research in this area.

In middle-age, cognitive symptoms associated with 
T2DM can be subjective or, at least when there are comor-
bidities, detected through neuropsychological testing [7]. 
Mild symptoms are believed to develop in the prediabetes 
stage and progress very slowly over the years, often without 
a single identifiable explanatory mechanism. These symp-
toms do not necessarily require closer monitoring unless, 
according to the patient, their family, or healthcare pro-
fessionals, they impair daily functioning or diabetes self-
management. In these situations or when mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI) or dementia is suspected, consultation 
with neurologist and, if necessary, neuropsychologist, can 
be sought. Sometimes symptoms may progress rapidly, 
necessitating close monitoring and a reassessment of treat-
ment. The American Diabetes Association recommends 
screening for cognitive symptoms in all people with diabe-
tes over the age of 65 [53].
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recent reviews. We did not restrict our search based on lan-
guage or other sources of information. The identification of 
studies, data extraction and the risk of bias assessment were 
done by two researchers independently, and all quantitative 
data from the meta-analyses were reported.

Conclusions

T2DM was associated with cognitive decrements in all sys-
tematic reviews included in this review. The effect sizes 
observed in the largest meta-analyses were mostly small or 
negligible, with the most affected domains being attention, 
executive functions, memory, processing speed and work-
ing memory. The other domains, such as perception and 
language, have not been studied as extensively, but small 
meta-analyses have observed group differences with negli-
gible to small effect sizes in these domains as well. All sys-
tematic reviews had methodological issues and were rated 
as having a high or unclear risk of bias. Therefore, high-
quality meta-analyses on the subject are still needed.

To our knowledge, this is the first review of systematic 
reviews on T2DM-associated cognitive decrements. We 
believe the information from this review will help research-
ers to plan future studies and clinicians to identify the cogni-
tive domains potentially affected by T2DM.
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dementia and Alzheimer’s disease at a later age [3]. Profes-
sionals who are aware of T2DM-associated decrements are 
probably less likely to associate certain subjective or objec-
tively ascertainable symptoms with some other, less likely 
cause. In addition, recognizing the tests in which decre-
ments have been observed in T2DM patients can potentially 
help the clinical neuropsychologist to choose appropriate 
tests when conducting a neuropsychological assessment.

Strengths and Limitations

This review of systematic reviews has some limitations. 
The systematic reviews included in our review used differ-
ent categorizations to classify neuropsychological tests into 
cognitive domains. For example, Trail Making Test B was 
considered an attention measure in some reviews [12], and 
an executive functions measure in others [10, 11, 13, 15–
18]. We used the classification provided by Lezak et al. [19] 
to group tests into cognitive domains. Some readers might 
argue that there are more appropriate systems.

It goes without saying that the results in this review 
will reflect the results obtained in the systematic reviews 
included. As discussed earlier, all of the reviews included 
here were assessed to have a high or unclear risk of bias, 
which is why the results presented in this review must be 
considered with caution. Furthermore, the overlap of pri-
mary studies included in more than one systematic review 
was high in most of the cognitive domains where group dif-
ferences were observed. Therefore, the similarity of effect 
sizes across different meta-analyses could at least partly 
reflect the fact that they analysed some of the same studies. 
The possible biases in these studies could affect the results 
of multiple meta-analyses since most of them did not assess 
the risk of bias in original studies or consider it when con-
ducting the synthesis. Furthermore, many reviews observed 
heterogeneity or publication bias for at least one neuropsy-
chological measure, which further complicates the interpre-
tation of the results. Even though in most reviews efforts 
were made to correct for heterogeneity using statistical 
methods, performing a subgroup analysis could often be a 
more fruitful approach. In this case, different meta-analyses 
would be performed depending on factors such as comor-
bidities, disease duration or age of the patients. However, 
this approach may not be feasible if there is not a sufficient 
number of methodologically high-quality original studies 
available.

Despite its limitations, this review of reviews has several 
strengths as well. The PRISMA guidelines for systematic 
reviews were followed throughout the study. We registered 
our research protocol in advance and rigorously followed 
it. We used a comprehensive search strategy and the search 
was re-executed at a later stage in order to include more 
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